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BENEFITS OF A NONPROFIT MODEL

A NEW APPROACH
TO  CORRECTIONS  REFORM

Social Profit Corrections (SPC) is the country’s first and only secure nonprofit full-service
corrections corporation. Our business model is a new concept in managing secure correctional and

re-entry facilities. All net revenues from federal and state contracts will be reinvested in resident
safety, programming, education, healthcare and staff development.  We will implement the

Dynamic Security Model, which is a secure balanced approach of safety, mutual respect and
supportive rehabilitation that will enhance existing security protocols, reduce violence and

encourage self-improvement. Re-entry preparation begins on day one of incarceration. We call this
social profit, as society at large derives the real profits.  

SOCIAL IMPACT TRANSPARENCY

SPC believes in a culture of safety
and security, openness and

mutual respect between
leadership, staff and residents that

will foster trust and meaningful
rehabilitation. 

 
Paying fair wages, and consistent
staff training and appreciation is a

priority for SPC. 
 
 

Net revenues are reinvested in
resident programming and staff
development - no shareholders

or red tape.
 

Operating as a 501(c)3 means
performance is public record and
social impact and public safety is

how we measure success.

DID YOU KNOW?
Ninety-five percent of the 2.2 million incarcerated individuals will re-enter our communities; of

this number, 83% will recidivate within nine years of being released. 
 

We need your support to make a change for social justice. 
To learn more visit www.spcor.org

To connect to Brian visit www.linkedin.com/in/briankoehnspc

SPC was founded by Brian Koehn.  His shared passion for corrections reform and social justice
prompted him to end his 28-year career in corrections and start SPC. Through his tenure as warden

at five separate facilities, and security director over 65 facilities, Brian experienced firsthand the
existing gaps and opportunities within the criminal justice system. He was inspired to apply his

extensive knowledge, and couple it with proven rehabilitation principles to create a nonprofit with
purpose, that will ultimately improve correctional care, reduce recidivism and result in a sustainable

operational model that is indicative of our country’s move toward social justice solutions.

SPC plans for a resident's re-entry on
day one of incarceration.

  Our sole mission is to help residents
do better through consistent and

meaningful programming, therapy,
access to healthcare and job training

before they return as citizens. 
 

Society at large derives the real profits
from a system that invests in their

most important asset - their people.

PEOPLE FIRST


